This article offers a tractable monetary asset pricing model. In monetary economies, the price level, inflation, asset prices, and the real and nominal interest rates have to be determined simultaneously and in relation to each other. This link allows us to relate in closed form each of the dependent entities to the underlying real and monetary variables. Among other features of such economies, inflation can be partially nonmonetary and the real and nominal term structures can depend on fundamentally different risk factors. In one extreme, the process followed by the real term structure is independent of that followed by its nominal counterpart.
CIR), the price level, equity returns, and both the real and the nominal term structures to primitive economic variables. As in CIR, the closedform solutions in continuous time give us a way to understand and predict how changes in the real and monetary variables will affect the money, the stock, and the bond markets.
Our approach provides a way of integrating asset pricing theory with models from monetary economics. In the theory of asset prices and the term structure of interest rates, powerful tools from continuoustime mathematics have been used to derive closed-form formula that parsimoniously relate asset prices and interest rates to underlying economic variables. Premier examples include the consumption-based CAPM of Breeden (1979) and Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (1985a) and the term structure models of Constantinides (1992) , CIR, Longstaff and Schwartz (1992) , and Sun (1992) . However, in most such models, money often plays no role and all prices are denominated in units of the numeraire consumption good. Consequently, when building term structure models of nominal interest rates, for instance, authors often choose to assume some exogenously given processes for the price level and the expected inflation rate [see, for example, CIR, Pennacchi (1991) , and Sun (1992) ] presumably with the understanding that these processes are in some way due to the existence of money. While such models have helped gain some understanding of the determinants of asset prices and interest rates, we do not yet know whether the assumed processes for the price level and inflation can be consistent with any general equilibrium in which these variables are endogenized. Overall, when money plays no direct role, the analysis can only be partial equilibrium in nature.
Some models in monetary economics that address asset pricing issues, however, do assume a role for money and endogenize the price level and inflation together with stock prices [see, for example, Boyle (1990) , Danthine and Donaldson (1986) , Foresi (1990) , Lee (1989 Lee ( , 1992 , LeRoy (1984) , Lucas (1982) , Marshall (1992) , and Stulz (1986) ]. These studies are typically motivated by citing the following empirical findings:
• Real stock returns are negatively correlated with inflation, expected or unexpected. Stock price levels are negatively correlated with the price level of consumption. In addition, real returns to nominally risk-free bonds are also negatively correlated with inflation [see, for instance, Fama (1981) , Fama and Gibbons (1982) , and Marshall (1992) ].
• Real stock returns are positively correlated with money growth [Marshall (1992) ]. Nominal stock prices are negatively related to the contemporaneous velocity of money, while real stock prices are positively correlated with the velocity of money three quarters ahead [Friedman (1988) ].
• Assets that are positively correlated with inflation earn a lower risk premium [Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986) ].
The negative correlations between asset returns and inflation are contradictory to the traditional view that equity shares should be usable as hedges against inflation. When inflation is viewed as a purely monetary phenomenon and when the role of money is assumed away, the positive correlations between asset returns and money growth are also puzzling to the theory of finance. As shown by Boyle (1990) , Danthine and Donaldson (1986) , Foresi (1990) , LeRoy (1984) , and Stulz (1986) , once money is introduced with the role that it contributes to investors' utility, negative correlations between inflation and stock returns become an equilibrium property. By assuming that fiat money facilitates consumption transactions, Marshall (1992) also endogenizes this property as part of economic equilibrium. Based on simulations, he shows that real returns will be positively related to money growth. In existing monetary asset pricing models, however, the focus is typically on the determination of stock market prices, not on that of the term structure of interest rates, real or nominal. This article follows a tradition of monetary economics in that real cash balances directly enter the period utility of consumption function [e.g., Brock (1974 Brock ( , 1975 ]. Feenstra (1986) has shown that this way of incorporating a role for money is equivalent to assuming that money facilitates consumption transactions. In our framework, the empirical facts listed above are also consistent with general equilibrium. However, our analysis differs from the existing monetary models in several ways. First, the existing models are generally cast on a discrete-time setup, which renders analytical solutions difficult to obtain. Here, as in Sun (1992) , we start with a discrete-time economy and then take it to the continuous-time limit, which allows us to solve in closed form for all dependent variables in question. Among other things, these solutions show the exact relations of the financial markets to the underlying economy and make the theoretical predictions amenable for empirical applications. Second, we provide a complete analysis of the joint determination of the price level, inflation, equity prices, and the term structures. In this sense, our study contains most elements from Boyle (1990) , Danthine and Donaldson (1986) , Marshall (1992) , and Stulz (1986) , on the relations between inflation, asset returns, and money growth, and from Bosshardt (1987) , Constantinides (1992) , CIR, Longstaff and Schwartz (1992) , Pennacchi (1991) , and Sun (1992) , on the nominal and real term structures of interest rates.
In particular, we show that the nominal and real term structures can have completely different properties, including their having fundamentally different risk structures. For instance, in some cases, the nominal term structure is perfectly correlated with the money supply process, while at the same time the real term structure is perfectly correlated with the production output process. In those cases, if monetary shocks are independent of output shocks, the process followed by the real term structure will be independent of that followed by its nominal counterpart. This finding is in sharp contrast with those in the existing term structure literature. For example, in CIR and Sun (1992) , the real term structure has technological shocks as its single risk factor, while its nominal counterpart has two risk factors: technological and inflationary shocks. Given their results, one would not have considered the possibility that the real and the nominal term structures may follow independent processes. Third, our framework is general enough that for a reasonable class of stochastic processes for the underlying real and monetary variables, closed-form solutions for the commodity price level, stock prices, and the real and nominal term structures exist. This feature should be especially useful for empirical implementations.
This article is organized as follows. Section 1 formally outlines a dynamic monetary economy in which production output and money supply are the two underlying state variables. Section 2 offers general formulas that relate the equilibrium risk premium, the price level, inflation, and both the nominal and real interest rates to real activity and money supply. Section 3 examines a simple economy in which both money growth and output growth follow an i.i.d. process. This simple example serves to illustrate some of the basic properties of our general model. Section 4 explores a more realistic but more complex economy in which output growth and money growth still follow autonomous processes. There, we give a detailed analysis of the solutions, compare the real with the nominal term structure, and contrast our results with those from the existing literature. The last section concludes the article. The Appendix contains the proof of each result.
A Dynamic Monetary Economy with Uncertainty
Consider a representative-agent monetary economy where (1) a single perishable consumption good exists and (2) the agent's period utility function depends on both consumption and cash balances. This economy shares one crucial feature with Brock (1974) , Danthine and Donaldson (1986) and Stulz (1986) in that a person's real cash balance is an argument in the direct utility function. Feenstra (1986) shows that this way of modeling the role of money is equivalent to incorporat-ing money into liquidity costs in the budget constraint [see Marshall (1992) and the references therein]. Initially we assume that consumption, money demand, and portfolio adjustment decisions take place at discrete time intervals of length t; later we take the model to its continuous-time limit. Specifically, the infinitely lived agent chooses consumption, money demand, and portfolio holdings at each point of time so as to maximize his expected lifetime utility:
where E t is the expectation conditional on all time t information, c t denotes the consumption flow during the interval [t, t + t), M d t is the nominal money demand from time (t − t) to t, P c t is the price of the consumption good, and ρ represents the discount factor. We adopt the convention that upper-and lowercase letters denote, respectively, the nominal and the real variable of the corresponding economic entity. Further assume that the utility function is twice continuously differentiable and concave in both real money demand and consumption, that is,
is the real money demand and subscripts on u denote the corresponding partial derivatives.
The intertemporal budget constraint for the problem in Equation (1) is constructed as follows. First, there is one equity share traded whose holder is entitled to all the output of a single production technology. This technology produces the sole consumption good. Its output in terms of units of the good, y t , is governed by
where µ y,t and σ y,t are, respectively, the conditional expected value and standard deviation of output growth per unit time, and {B y,t : t = 0, t, · · ·} is an i.i.d., standard normal process. The terms µ y,t and σ y,t can be time varying, as in Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985b) and Sun (1992) . Let the time t nominal price of the equity share be denoted by P z ,t . Second, also traded are one real bond and one nominal bond, both risk-free, and (N −2) financial assets. The risk-free bonds are issued at each time t and mature at (t + t), except that the real bond pays one unit of the good, whereas the nominal bond pays one dollar cash, at maturity. The real (the nominal) interest rate at time t, denoted by r t (by R t ), is simply the real (nominal) rate of return on the real (nominal) bond. We refer to the real and the nominal bonds as financial assets 1 and 2, respectively. At time t, the nominal cum dividend price for every other financial asset i is denoted by P i,t for i = 3, . . . , N .
Finally, at each decision time t, consumption c t , cash demand M d t , equity holding z t (shares), and financial holdings α t = (α 1,t , . . . , α N ,t ) where α i,t for i = 1, . . . , N is the number of units of financial asset i held from (t − t) to t, must satisfy
where the right-hand side is the time t "expenses," while the left-hand side is the total nominal value of everything carried over from the past.
Monetary policy in this economy is such that the resulting money supply, M s t , follows a stochastic process over time:
where {B M ,t : t = 0, t, . . .} is again an i.i.d., standard normal process, and µ M ,t and σ M ,t are, respectively, the conditional expected value and standard deviation of money growth rate per unit time.
In addition, we allow the money supply and output processes to be correlated.
Equilibrium Dynamics for Inflation and Asset Prices
In the assumed representative-agent economy, optimal consumption, money demand and portfolio holdings, {c t , M d t , z t , α t }, and prices have to adjust at each t such that in general equilibrium is the real price of the equity share. Economically, the above equations mean the following. First, by Equation (8), the agent in equilibrium should be indifferent between holding P c t dollars more cash at time t and consuming one extra unit of the good, because both will result in the same marginal utility. This establishes the link between the price level and monetary policy. Second, by Equations (5), (6), and (8), the agent should also be indifferent between holding P c t dollars more cash and investing one extra unit of the good in the real or nominal risk-free bond, which fixes the link between interest rates and money supply. Third, by Equations (7) and (8), the agent should get the same amount of marginal utility, whether he holds P c t dollars more cash or simply invests it in any risky asset i. These two equations ensure that asset prices are in line with the equilibrium money supply and vice versa. Therefore, the above equations together provide the key links between the good market, the asset markets, and monetary policy.
In addition to the first-order conditions, two transversality conditions must be satisfied:
and
These conditions ensure the existence of an interior optimum. To briefly see this, first, suppose that Equation (9) were violated. Then, for each little amount of consumption reduction at time t, the agent would harvest a large marginal utility from investment-generated distant future consumption, which means that he would continue reducing current consumption without bound or, in the case that a bound exists, until the lower bound is reached. Second, suppose that Equation (10) did not hold. Then, the agent would want to continue reducing current consumption and hold as much cash as possible because, for each little reduction in current consumption, the agent could receive a large marginal utility from the increased future money services.
To characterize equilibrium relations, further assume, as is standard in the literature [e.g., Grossman and Shiller (1982) , Merton (1971) ], that the real asset prices follow a vector diffusion process:
where µ i,t and σ i,t are, respectively, the conditional expected value and the standard deviation of the real rate of return per unit time on asset i, and {B i,t : t = 0, t, · · ·} is an i.i.d., standard normal process. The parameters µ i,t and σ i,t can depend on the time t state of the economy. Now, we may prove:
Theorem 1. In the continuous-time limit, equilibrium risk premiums for risky assets and the real equity price are given below: (i) The expected risk premium on asset i satisfies
where asset i can be any financial asset or the equity share and cov t (·, ·) is the time t conditional covariance operator divided by dt; (ii) The real price for the equity share is
The equilibrium real price for the stock market, p z ,t , is thus equal to the total discounted value of all future dividend incomes. This conclusion is a standard result, and hence no further comment is necessary.
According to Equation (12), both production risk and monetary risk in this economy matter for the purpose of asset valuation. The expected risk premium on a risky asset is linear in its covariance with both production risk and monetary risk, and assets command different risk premiums based on their hedging capabilities against the two state variables. Intuitively, since investors care about not only consumption but also cash balances, fluctuations in the monetary sector can bring about changes in the real sector, and vice versa. As a result, both production and monetary risks should be compensated in equilibrium. Clearly, Breeden's (1979) consumption-based capital asset pricing model obtains when u cm = 0. Stulz's (1986) pricing equation [Equation (8)] is also a special case of Equation (12). In his framework, the period utility function is u(c, m) = φ ln(c) + (1 − φ) ln(m), which yields u cm = 0.
In the empirical literature, Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986) , for example, have shown that assets that are positively correlated with inflation command a lower risk premium. To see that this can occur in our rational expectations equilibrium, rewrite Equation (12) as
Suppose that for some asset i, its covariance with inflation is positive. Then, ceteris paribus, the expected risk premium on that asset will be lower (recall that u cm < 0), since such assets are desirable for inflation hedging by risk averse investors. Analogously, risk premium tends to be higher for assets that are positively correlated with the growth rate of nominal money supply or aggregate real activity. 
(iii) The commodity price level at time t The real interest rate in Equation (14) differs from the now-standard interest rate equations in Breeden (1986) and CIR, in that money supply may also affect the real interest rate. Note that even in cases where the utility functions are such that u cm = u ccm = u cmm = 0 [e.g., the additive log utility function in Stulz (1986) ], monetary policy can still influence real interest rates. For example, the output process y t can be a function of M t .
The nominal interest rate given in Equation (15) may be interpreted as follows. The right-hand side,
, is the marginal rate of substitution between consumption and real cash holding, and it can be viewed as the marginal benefit of holding one additional unit of cash balance, whereas the left-hand side, R t , is the cost of doing so in terms of the interest foregone. Then, in equilibrium, the cost must equal the benefit.
Although the price level in Equation (16) is not yet solved for in closed-form, it provides the useful intuition that the real value of one dollar of cash,
, is equal to the total "discounted value" of future marginal benefits that the service from holding a dollar forever can bring. As will be clear later, this equation allows us to derive the endogenous price level, and nominal interest rates, in closed form and without having to solve any partial differential equations.
To appreciate Equation (17), first note that the Fisher identity does not hold in the type of economies in question. Second, rearrange Equation (17) as the "implied real rate" on the nominal bond, the left-hand side of the above equation becomes the risk premium of the nominal over the real bond and the right-hand side shows how this risk premium is determined in equilibrium. This reconfirms the assertion that, relative to a real instantaneous risk-free bond, a nominal instantaneous risk-free bond is a risky asset, and hence deserves a risk premium in real terms, which explains why it is generally hard to back out the real interest rate from its nominal counterpart. Equation (17) also closely resembles Equation (60) of CIR. In their case, the direct utility u would be replaced by their indirect utility of wealth, production output y t by their real wealth term, and money supply M t would be treated as a state variable.
To see the general relationship between the real and nominal term structures of interest rates, let b(t, τ ) be the time t real price of a pure discount bond that pays one unit of consumption and N (t, τ ) be the time t nominal price of a discount bond that pays one dollar, in τ periods. By the Euler equation in Equation (7), b(t, τ ) and N (t, τ ) must satisfy in equilibrium
Using the rule that
for any two random variables x and z , we obtain from Equations (18) and (19)
which determines the equilibrium relationship between the nominal and the real yields to maturity for any default-free discount bond. In the existing term structure literature, log utility functions are often used, based on tractability considerations [see, for instance, CIR, Longstaff (1989) , Longstaff and Schwartz (1992) , and Pennacchi (1991)]. From now on, as in Stulz (1986) , we restrict attention to the log utility below:
where φ is the expenditure share on consumption. Substitute this function into Equation (15) and obtain
where v t ≡ y t m t is the time t velocity of money. Then, the nominal interest rate is increasing in time t output, but is inversely related to real money demand. This is the case because, as the opportunity cost of holding money (i.e., the interest foregone) increases, the agent is more willing to substitute cash balances into interest-bearing assets and, consequently, real money demand will fall. In other words, the velocity of money comoves with the nominal interest rate. Another point that is worth remembering is that whenever the velocity of money v t is constant over time, so will be the nominal interest rate R t . Therefore, in order for the nominal interest rate, and hence the nominal term structure, to follow a stochastic process, the primitive processes for y t and M t have to be such that the resulting velocity of money follows some stochastic process.
Without more specific restrictions on the parameters of the production and money supply processes, it is difficult to say much more, based on Theorems 1 and 2, about the price process P c t , the expected inflation process π t , or the term structure of interest rates. For this reason, we now turn to examining several cases in which closed-form expressions for these and other endogenous variables are obtainable. In what follows, we only examine properties of the economies in their continuous-time limit.
An Economy with I.I.D. Output and Money Growth Processes
In financial economics, geometric Brownian motions are often used to model the processes of many economic and financial variables. It thus makes sense to first examine the case in which real output and money supply are as given below:
where µ y , σ y , µ M , and σ M are all positive constants, with
This economy has a few distinctive features. For example, both output growth and money growth are i.i.d., monetary policy has no impact on real output, and neither is monetary policy accommodating to economic growth. We start with this simple economy because it nonetheless illustrates many important properties of the general model.
Theorem 3. For this i.i.d. economy, equilibrium is characterized by the following:
(i) The real price of the equity share and its dynamics are, respectively,
(ii) The price level and the inflation rate are, respectively,
where the expected inflation is constant: By Equation (25), the real price of the stock market is proportional to real output. The real rate of return on equity is the same as the growth rate of output. Rearrange Equation (25) to get p z ,t y t = 1 ρ . Then, if we treat y t as the aggregate earnings flow on the stock market, the equilibrium price-to-earnings ratio is simply the reciprocal of the time preference parameter ρ. The more the average investor discounts future utility of consumption (i.e., the higher the coefficient ρ), the lower the real price level of the stock market and the lower the equilibrium price-to-earnings ratio.
Following Equation (28), the inflation process is driven by both real and monetary shocks. The expected inflation, π t , is increasing in expected money growth and decreasing in expected output growth. The fact that π t is a constant implies that for the type of economies specified here, a stochastic expected inflation process will not be consistent with equilibrium.
The real money demand is proportional to output but unrelated to nominal money supply:
Thus, any change in money supply will not affect the real money demand. However, the nominal price levels, P c t and P z ,t = φ ρ(1−φ)
are only proportional to money supply, which means that a doubling in money supply will double the nominal prices of both the good and the stock market, but will not affect any real prices. There is nonetheless one exception, that is, the nominal bond price N (t, τ ) is only a function of τ and does not depend on money stock M t . Consequently, as M t → ∞, both P c t and P z ,t will tend to infinity but the nominal bond prices will stay invariant. In this economy nominal stock and bond prices will not move together. Since the nominal interest rate is a constant, so is the velocity of money [by Equation (22)].
The real interest rate for any maturity is linear and increasing in expected output growth but independent of monetary policy, whereas the nominal interest rate for any maturity is increasing in expected money growth and totally unrelated to production output. In other words, an increase or decrease in expected output growth will not affect the nominal interest rate. This is true because an increase in µ y increases the real interest rate by exactly as much as it decreases the expected inflation rate, making the nominal interest rate independent of output growth. This feature is due to the fact that (1) monetary policy is detached from the real sector and (2) the average investor has the log utility function.
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As noted previously, the persistent negative correlation between inflation and real stock returns has been a puzzling empirical phenomenon. To see how such a negative correlation can arise within a general equilibrium, note from Equations (26) 
the limit of which, as γ → 1, is the log utility in Equation (21), all qualitative properties of the i.i.d. economy are as stated in Theorem 3, except that the nominal interest rates become
In this case, the nominal interest rates are increasing when γ > 1 and decreasing when γ < 1 in expected output growth.
and its covariance with output growth dominates the variance of the latter. Christiano (1991) , Friedman and Schwartz (1982) , Kydland and Prescott (1990) , and Romer and Romer (1989) all document that money supply is procyclical and leads the business cycle, but the covariance between money growth and output growth typically does not exceed the variance of the latter. This means the right-hand side of the above equation, and hence the left-hand side, should be negative, a prediction that is supported by numerous studies such as Fama (1981) , Geske and Roll (1983), and Marshall (1992) . On the other hand, as Kaul (1987) observes, the years from 1926 to 1940 marked a period during which money supply was strongly procyclical and the short-run correlation between stock returns and inflation was positive, a phenomenon that is also in line with the prediction of the above equation. Finally, the correlation between stock returns and money growth depends on that between output growth and money growth, as indicated below:
Then, when monetary policy is procyclical [as is the case based on existing studies, e.g., Stock and Watson (1989) ], this correlation is positive, a prediction consistent with the conclusions of Marshall (1992) and Stulz (1986) . In summary, while this economy possesses many intuitively or empirically consistent properties, it has no lack of counterfactual features. For example, the expected inflation, the real and nominal interest rates, and the velocity of money are all constant over time; the real and nominal term structures are flat. This observation helps motivate our next section which offers an economy with more empirically plausible features.
A Model with More Realistic Money Supply and Output Processes
For this section, monetary policy still does not directly affect production output, nor does output determine money supply. The choice of processes for M t and y t is, however, based more on what is empirically plausible. To make the contrast with CIR and Sun (1992) clear, we adopt their processes for technology and output. That is, technology, denoted by x t , and production output follow the processes
where all coefficients are assumed to be positive, θ x is the long-run mean of x t , and κ x reflects the speed of adjustment to this mean. Note that production output is perfectly correlated with the technology process since both of their shock terms are driven by the standard Wiener process w x,t . The square-root process, x t , is what CIR use to characterize the underlying source of uncertainty in their models, and y t is similar to the output process in Assumption 2 of Sun (1992) . For this reason, further interpretation of the two processes is omitted here.
In an important contribution, Stock and Watson (1989) find that the M1 money supply process in the U.S. can be described as being stationary around a significant time trend. The continuous-time counterpart to their discrete-time model is, using our notation, as follows:
where the growth rate of g t follows a stationary, zero-mean process. According to this specification, money supply has two parts: a deterministic time trend that grows at (exponential) rate µ * M , and stochastic deviations about that trend caused by monetary shocks. Here, g t can also be thought of as the "detrended money supply." For our analysis, g t is assumed to have the following dynamics:
where all the coefficients are positive, θ g is the long-run mean of g t , and κ g measures the speed of adjustment. This mean-reverting process g t is a reasonable specification for its counterpart in Equation (31) because (1) the steady-state growth rate of g t is zero and (2) the growth process for g t is stationary. As given in Equation (32), the 2 To be exact, the discrete-time model of Stock and Watson (1989) also has a quadratic time trend in the log of money supply:
where ξ captures the deterministic quadratic time trend in log money supply. To simplify the closed-form solutions to follow, we chose to include only a linear time trend for the log of money supply. Solutions for the more general case that includes a quadratic trend are more complex and are available from the authors upon request. See Marshall (1992) for a simulation-based study of a monetary asset pricing model with a quadratic trend in the log of money supply.
probability that g t = ∞ for any t is zero. 3 From Equations (31) and (32) and by Ito's lemma, the dynamics of money supply are described by
where the expected money growth rate is
Since g t follows a mean-reverting process, so does the expected money growth process, µ M ,t . Expected money growth will be high (low) when the monetary shock process, g t , is low (high) relative to its long-run mean, θ g . The volatility of money growth is, nonetheless, increasing in g t . Note that the steady-state mean of money growth is positive and given by µ * M :
where E * (·) is the steady-state expectation operator. For simplicity, assume that past technological disturbances cannot be used to forecast future monetary disturbances and vice versa, that is, cov(dw x,s , dw M ,t ) = 0 and cov(dw x,t , dw M ,s ) = 0 for all s < t. However, this does not rule out the possibility that contemporaneous technological and monetary disturbances are correlated: cov(dw x,t , dw M ,t ) = 0.
In the subsections to follow, we examine the price level, inflation, stock prices, and the real and nominal term structures for the economy with the assumed processes. (25), with its dynamics being dp z,t p z,t
The price level, inflation, and stock prices Theorem 4. Let the representative agent's utility function be as in Equation (21). Then, equilibrium prices in the continuous-time limit are as follows: (i) The real price of equity is as given in Equation
3 This can be seen from the fact that 1 gt follows a mean-reverting square-root process:
for some constants µ 0 , η 0 , and σ 0 . For this process, it is known that the probability that 1 gt = 0 is zero.
(ii) The time t commodity price level is
with the inflation process given by
where
A number of points can be made based on Theorem 4. First, the real price of the stock market is the same as in the i.i.d. case, so the discussion on p z ,t following Theorem 3 applies here as well. The stock return dynamics are, however, different from before. By Equation (35), the real equity returns are increasing in expected production growth. Positive technological changes will have a positive impact on the stock market, at least in the immediate future. Second, the commodity price level, P c t , is a decreasing convex function of output and a strictly increasing function of money supply. That is, as output rises, the price level declines, but at an increasing speed. This is empirically plausible. To see this, suppose that there is a sudden increase in output, and fix money supply and other things in the economy. Then, the fixed amount of fiat money has to be divided among more units of the consumption good, which lowers the nominal price level. As output increases further, this negative impact of output on the price level becomes stronger. The commodity price level is also an increasing, concave function of the expected money growth rate (µ M ,t ). Among other features, the price level is increasing in both the steady-state money growth rate (µ * M ) and the subjective discount factor (ρ). (25) and (36), the nominal stock price is again totally unrelated to real output:
Third, by Equations
This is the case because, ceteris paribus, the doubling of output, for instance, doubles the real stock price but halves the nominal commodity price. In effect, the nominal stock price becomes invariant to output shocks. Among other things, the nominal stock price is increasing in money supply. Its comparative statics with respect to other parameters are the same as the corresponding ones for the commodity price level. As in the i.i.d. case, when M t → ∞, P c t → ∞, and P z ,t → ∞.
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Fourth, by Equations (37) and (38), the dependence of inflation on both monetary and technological shocks is just as in the i.i.d. case: positive monetary shocks have a positive effect, while positive technological shocks have a negative impact on (unanticipated) inflation. Furthermore, expected inflation increases in expected money growth and decreases in expected output growth. Since both the technological shock (x t ) and the monetary shock (g t ) are mean reverting processes, expected inflation is also mean reverting. Although the steady-state distribution for expected inflation is not known in closed form, we can examine the behavior of π t in the deterministic counterpart of the subject economy where σ g = σ y = σ x = 0. In that case, the deterministic steady-state inflation is positive for plausible parameter values:
Thus, the long-run expected inflation depends crucially on the longrun money and output growth rates.
The endogenously determined price level and expected inflation processes are in contrast with those assumed in, for example, Bosshardt (1987) , CIR, Pennacchi (1991) , Richard (1978) , and Sun (1992) . In these existing studies, expected inflation is typically taken to be an AR(1) process [e.g., Sun (1992) ] or a mean-reverting square-root process [e.g., in Section 7 of CIR]. Clearly, from Equation (38), such exogenous processes are unlikely to be consistent with a general equilibrium.
Fifth, the real money demand is linearly decreasing in expected money growth, µ M ,t :
(40) This is because increases in µ M ,t lead to increases in expected inflation, which in turn results in agents decreasing their money balances. As shown later, higher expected inflation means higher nominal interest rates (and higher velocity of money), which increases investors' desire to substitute interest-bearing assets for cash (i.e., lower money demand).
Sixth, note from Equations (35) and (37) 
Thus, this more realistic economy possesses the same empirically plausible correlation structure between inflation and stock returns as the i.i.d. economy in Section 3 does. The correlation structure between stock returns and money growth is also similar to that in the i.i.d. case. Thus, further discussion on these points is omitted here. Finally, Friedman (1988) reports that for the period from 1961 to 1986, the velocity of money was negatively related to the nominal stock price and positively related to the three-quarter lagged real stock price. To see how his finding may be supported in this model, we have the velocity of money below:
which is strictly increasing in µ M ,t :
> 0 (recall that µ M ,t is a decreasing and linear function of g t ). The velocity of money is thus decreasing in g t , whereas by Equation (39) the nominal stock price is increasing in g t . This implies that the nominal stock price is inversely related to the velocity of money. Next, the dynamics of v t are described by
which means positive monetary shocks lead to lower changes in the velocity of money. The covariance between real stock returns and changes in velocity is cov t dp z,t p z,t , dv t v t = cov t dp z,t p z,t , dy t y t + cov t dp z,t p z,t , dP c t
which is positive when money growth is countercyclical and negative otherwise.
The term structure of real interest rates
Theorem 5. In the continuous-time limit, the equilibrium real interest rate is
and the real price of a pure discount bond that pays one unit of the good in τ periods is
Note from this theorem that the real interest rate and the real bond prices do not depend on money supply. This fact is consistent with the observation made earlier that the real price of the stock market is not related to M t . In either case, the nondependence on money supply is due to the fact that monetary policy here does not affect real output and both money supply and output follow an autonomous process of their own.
Next, the real spot rate is increasing in both the time preference parameter ρ and the expected output growth. Provided that (η y − σ 2 y ) > 0, the real interest rate is also increasing in the technology index x t . By Ito's lemma, Equation (43) implies the following dynamics for r t :
with θ r ≡ ρ + µ y + (η y − σ 2 y ) θ x and σ r ≡ (η y − σ 2 y ) σ x , which means that, like x t , the real interest rate follows a mean-reverting, square-root process with the same speed of adjustment but a different long-run mean. Since technological shocks have opposite effects on inflation and the real interest rate, the real interest rate must be negatively correlated with inflation in this economy. The interest rate process in Equation (45) is virtually identical to the one given in Equation (17) of CIR.
The price of a real discount bond also depends solely on the technology index x t , and it is decreasing in (1) the time discount factor ρ, (2) the invariant portion of output growth µ y , (3) the long-run mean of the technology index, θ x , and (4) the term to maturity. Using the definition for real yield to maturity [denoted by r (t, τ )], e −r (t,τ ) τ ≡ b(t, τ ), we obtain the term structure of real interest rates:
Movements in the real term structure are thus completely driven by real shocks. The real bond price equation in Equation (44) resembles Equation (23) of CIR as well as the real bond price given in Corollary 1 of Sun (1992) . Since both the real interest rate and the real term structure have the same functional forms with the corresponding ones in CIR and Sun (1992) , all the discussion on the real term structure dynamics offered by them can be carried over to our context, and the repetition is omitted here.
The term structure of nominal interest rates
Theorem 6. In the continuous-time limit, the equilibrium nominal interest rate is
and the nominal price for a pure discount bond that pays one dollar in τ periods is
Before examining properties of the nominal interest rates, observe the major difference between the real term structure implied by Theorem 5 and its nominal counterpart in Theorem 6: the real term structure is completely driven by technological shocks, x t , whereas its nominal counterpart is driven by monetary shocks, g t . In this economy with the log utility function, the real and the nominal term structures thus have fundamentally different factor structures/risk characteristics: one is perfectly correlated with the technology process x t and the other is correlated with the monetary shock process g t .
5 Particularly when monetary shocks are uncorrelated with real shocks, that is, when cov t dx t , dg t = 0, the process followed by the real term structure will be independent of that followed by the nominal term structure. This finding is in sharp contrast with those in CIR and Sun (1992) . In their partial equilibrium setups, the real term structure is virtually the same as implied by Theorem 5 and it follows a single-factor (real shocks) process, but their nominal term structures follow a twofactor process, driven by both the real shocks and inflationary shocks.
Their real and nominal term structures hence share one source of uncertainty (i.e., the real shocks). To briefly see the internal working of our model, note that the real interest rate in Equation (43) has the term (η y − σ 2 y ) x t , while the expected inflation in Equation (38) has the term −(η y − σ 2 y ) x t . This means that real shocks affect expected inflation and real interest rate with the same magnitude but in opposite directions, which results in a nominal interest rate completely unrelated to real shocks.
Having said the above, we now turn to analyzing the nominal term structure in some detail. In Equation (47), the nominal interest rate is a decreasing concave function of monetary shock, and with g 0 > 0, it has the economically plausible property of being positive with a probability of one. As the level of expected money growth increases, both the expected inflation rate and the nominal interest rate increase:
In addition, the nominal interest rate is increasing in (1) the subjective discount factor (ρ), (2) the steady-state mean money growth rate (µ * M ), and (3) the long-run mean (θ g ) of the monetary shock index. It is also increasing in κ g when g t < θ g , and decreasing otherwise.
Applying Ito's lemma to Equation (47) gives
This mean-reverting process for R t is similar in complexity to the single-factor interest rate process derived by Constantinides (1992) , and it is not nested within any known diffusion process. The drift term is a nonlinear function of the nominal rate, and the variance term also follows a mean-reverting process and is sensitive to the level of the nominal rate. This is an important trait since the empirical work of Chan et al. (1992) demonstrates that the performance of any interest rate model depends critically on the variance of interest rate changes. Observe that since g t > 0 with probability one, and hence β 0 − β 1 R t > 0 with probability one, the mean reversion in the nominal interest rate process is determined by [β 0 − (β 1 + θ g β 2 )R t ]. The drift in dR t is positive when [β 0 −(β 1 +θ g β 2 )R t ] > 0, and is negative otherwise.
Since g t has a long-run steady-state distribution, so will R t . Even though the exact steady-state distribution of R t is not known in closed form, its deterministic steady-state value can be calculated for the case in which σ g = 0. As β 0 − β 1 R t > 0, the interest rate dynamics correspond to the deterministic logistic model that has the property that as t → ∞, R t → β 0 β 1 +β 2 θ g = ρ +µ * M . Thus, the subjective discount rate and the long-run mean money growth rate are two critical determinants of the long-run nominal interest rate. In some sense, this is consistent with Friedman's (1989) observation that countries that have had the slowest rate of growth in the quantity of money have experienced low interest rates.
As can be checked, the nominal price of the τ -period bond satisfies both the boundary and the transversality conditions, since N (t, τ ) → 1 as τ → 0 and N (t, τ ) → 0 as τ → ∞. Note that
which says that higher expected money growth means lower nominal bond prices. This is true because higher expected money growth leads to higher expected inflation, which in turn makes the nominal bonds less valuable. It is straightforward to verify that the nominal bond prices are decreasing in the term to maturity and hence forward rates are positive:
where f (t, τ ) is the τ period ahead forward rate.
The nominal yield to maturity for a nominal discount bond, denoted by R(t, τ ), is
Indeed, the nominal term structure has the monetary shock process, g t , as its sole risk factor. The dependence of the term structure on monetary shocks is nonlinear. We can further note the following features. First, as τ → ∞, R(t, τ ) → ρ + µ * M , which means the upper tail of the nominal yield curve is virtually flat. This also implies that yields on very long-term bonds are less volatile than those of shortterm bonds. Second, as τ → 0, R(t, τ ) → R t . Finally, the yield to maturity is a nonlinear function of the term to maturity. As a result, the nominal term structure can take different shapes, depending on the parameters governing the evolution of money supply.
Using Ito's lemma, we obtain the geometric term premium for a nominal discount bond as
which is nonlinear in both the term to maturity and the monetary shock process. Depending on the parameter values and the level of monetary shocks, the term premium can be positive or negative, which is in contrast with the result in CIR that the term premium is uniformly positive. Here the term premium need not be an increasing function of τ .
Concluding Remarks
In the Fisher identity, the nominal interest rate equals the real interest rate plus inflation. As a somewhat immediate implication of this theory, the nominal interest rate process should be driven by both the factors affecting the real rate process and those affecting the inflation process. Presumably this is what underlies the results in, for example, CIR, Pennacchi (1991) , and Sun (1992) , that the real term structure has real shocks as its single factor, whereas the nominal term structure has both real and inflationary shocks as its risk factors. Consequently, one would think that the respective processes followed by the term structures could not be independent of one another. That, however, is not true in certain economies. As demonstrated by the preceding exercises, it is possible for real shocks to have opposite effects of the same magnitude, respectively, on the real term structure and inflation. The two effects then offset one another in the nominal interest rate process, resulting in a nominal term structure completely unrelated to real shocks. This explains why, in the case of Section 4, the real and nominal term structures are driven by separate risk factors, one by real shocks and the other by monetary shocks. Depending on the nature of the processes followed by output and money supply, the real and nominal term structures can nonetheless share the same risk factors even within our framework. For instance, suppose that both output and money supply are functions of real shocks as well as some other state variables. Then, as one can see from our discussion, the two term structures will both be driven by real shocks and the other state variables. The key point here is that with the log utility function, state variables can affect the nominal term structure only through their impact on the money supply process, and they can influence the real term structure and real asset prices only through their impact on the output process. In this sense, our framework does allow one to derive richer dynamics for inflation, asset prices, and interest rates than the ones presented in Sections 3 and 4. Given the space constraint, we chose to present only the simple cases in these two sections so as to demonstrate the basic properties of our general model.
Our results regarding the correlation structure between stock returns, on the one hand, and inflation and money growth, on the other, hold for a large class of output and money supply processes as well as for more general utility functions.
6 For many types of monetary economies, stock returns will be negatively correlated with inflation and positively correlated with money growth. Thus, incorporating a role for money not only helps one to understand the internal determination of inflation and asset prices, but also permits one to reconcile certain gaps between empirical facts and economic theory.
First, to get the real interest rate, take the Taylor series of u c (y t+ t , m t+ t ) in Equation (5) Taking t → 0 and applying Ito's lemma to the above equation yields Equation (14). Next, to derive the nominal interest rate, subtract Equation (6) from Equation (8) 
which gives Equation (25). Applying Ito's lemma to Equation (25) results in the dynamics for the equity price as in Equation (26 
Substituting Equation (61) into Equation (60) and integrating the resulting expression leads to Equation (36). With ρ > 0, κ g > 0, θ g > 0, and µ * M > 0, the same sequence of steps also verifies the transversality condition that is required for interior optimum, that is, as T → ∞, e −ρT E t 1 P c T y T → 0. Finally, applying Ito's lemma to the price level in Equation (36) gives the inflation dynamics in Equation (37).
Proof of Theorem 5. Given the dynamics for y t in Equation (30) Substituting the log utility in Equation (21) into Equation (18) According to Richard (1978, p. 49, Equation (57) ), thisb(t, τ ) is a solution to the following PDE [also see Friedman (1975) or Vasicek (1977) Via a standard separation-of-variables technique, the unique solution subject to the boundary condition,b(t + τ, 0) = 1, is the real bond price formula in Theorem 5. Equation (43) Proof of Theorem 6. Substituting Equation (42) into Equation (22) 
By the result in Equation ( Substituting this into Equation (62), respectively, for 
